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Descriptive Inventory

SC 2490   CLOUD, Emma Lily (Barnes), b. 1929

1 folder. 12 items. 1940-1965. Originals.

2011.144.2

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC   CLOUD, Emma Lily (Barnes), 1940-1965
2490  b. 1929

School autograph books (2), correspondence, and substitute teacher reports of Emma (Barnes) Cloud of Ohio County, Kentucky. Includes a letter and Christmas card from her future husband, Allen C. Cloud, written during his Air Force service. 1 folder. 12 items. Originals.

2011.144.2

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Autographs – Collections – Albums and books, 1940s
Christmas cards, 1951
Cloud, Allen Carol, 1930-1982
Cloud, Lillian Lee, 1900-1979
Robinson, Lou – Letter to Stewart, Roxie
Teachers and teaching – Jefferson County – Relating to, 1957
U.S. Air Force – Relating to, 1951
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